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Topic 5 - Forces
Topic 5 will be examined in AQA Physics Paper 2

Forces
Contact/ non contact / Balanced / unbalanced / 

resultant force

Falling 
Weight mass and gravity/ 

Terminal velocity / reaching top 
speeds

Graphing movement
Distance time / velocity time graphs

(vector vs scalar)

Hookes law
Springs and elastics

Acceleration
Using F=ma and  a=(v-u) /t

Stopping distance
Thinking distance vs braking distance 

Newtons laws
1st, 2nd, 3rd law and inertia
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Forces
Contact / non contact

Contact forces
Friction
Air resistance
Tension in ropes
Reaction from a surface

Non - Contact forces
Magnetic force
Gravitational force
Electrostatic force

A force is a push or a pull.



Forces
Balanced / unbalanced / resultant force

Balanced forces 
means constant 
speed or 
stationary

Un - Balanced 
forces means 
accelerating or 
decelerating

Resultant force 
means overall 
force



Acceleration
Using F=ma and  a=(v-u) /t

To find the force applied by the 
man:

F= m x a

So m = 2000kg and a = 0.05m/s2

So f = 2000 x 0.05 = 100N



Acceleration
Using F=ma and  a=(v-u) /t

What is this car’s acceleration?

Acceleration means ‘change in speed per second’

Using a= v - u / t where v= final speed (m/s) u = start speed (m/s) t = time taken (s)

So a= (16 – 0) / 4 = 4m/s2



Scalar vs Vector
speed vs velocity

Scalar quantities (think scale) have no direction… only size (magnitude)

Vector quantities have both size and direction.

e.g. speed, temperature, volume, time, mass, distance etc

e.g. velocity, force, displacement, acceleration, momentum etc



Graphing movement
Distance time / velocity time graphs

Q) A toy Rudolph the red nose 
reindeer moves 2m in 3 seconds, then 
stops for 1 second, and then moves 
another 3m in 2 seconds.  

Key facts:

The gradient tells us the speed.

The steeper the faster.

Horizontal flat line means stopped / stationary.

Curving upwards means accelerating

Curving downwards means decelerating.



Graphing movement
Distance time / velocity time graphs
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Q) Santa’s sleigh accelerated from 
standstill to 3m/s in 3 seconds, he stayed 
at that speed for 2 seconds and then 
came rapidly to a stop in 1 second. 

Key facts:

The gradient tells us the 
acceleration.

The steeper the higher the 
acceleration.

A flat line means constant speed.

The area under a line tells us the 
distance travelled (between the 
graph and the x axis.)



Falling 
Weight / mass / gravity

Mass is ‘how much stuff’ you are made of.  Mass is measured in Kilograms.

Weight is ‘how hard your mass pushes on the ground’. Weight is measured in Newtons and depends on the 
strength of gravity.

Since your weight depends on the mass and the strength of gravity the equation is:

W = m x g

where w = weight (N), m= mass (kg), g= gravity (N/kg)

e.g. Jeff has a mass of 80kg on Earth and still has a mass of 80kg floating in deep space (where there is little 
gravity.)

e.g. Jeff has a mass of 80kg but his weight on the ground is 800N.



Falling 
Terminal velocity / reaching top speeds

Terminal velocity is… the maximum falling speed an 
object can reach.

As it is a constant speed – the forces are balanced.

Air resistance force is same size as gravity.

Why must all cars have a top speed?

1. As the car gets faster the drag 
increases, 

2. until it is as large as the forward 
force from the engine.

3. When they balance the car no longer 
accelerates

4. Resultant force of zero!

Terminal velocity depends on shape and area



Hookes law
Springs and elastics

Original length
Final length

Extension = final length – start length

Hooke’s law says that if I pull on a spring twice 
as hard then the spring will extend twice as 
much.

Or the extension of a spring is directly 
proportional to the force applied (as long as the 
spring has not passed its elastic limit 
(overstretched))

F = k x e

F = force  (N, Newtons)
e = extension  (m, metres)
K = spring constant  (N/m, newtons per metre)



Hookes law
Springs and elastics



Crash mats and car safety
Momentum

P = momentum   (units kg m/s)

M= mass (units kg)

V = velocity (units m/s)



Crash mats and car safety
Momentum

Total momentum of two objects before an event = 
the total momentum of two objects after an event.

The law of conservation of momentum

explosions

collisions



Stopping distances
Thinking distance / braking distance

Total stopping distance = thinking distance + braking distance

Stopping distance increases with speed.

Braking distance affected by:
type of road surface, poor weather and poor condition of the vehicle brakes or tyres. 

Thinking distance affected by:  
tiredness, drugs and alcohol and distractions.
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Topic 6 - Waves
Topic 6 will be examined in AQA Physics Paper 2

Longitudinal and transverse waves
Frequency, period and waves speed

Measuring wave speed 
Echo method, string method, 

ripple tank method

Electromagnetic waves
Uses of EM waves

Infra red waves
Absorbing and emitting heat

Refraction
Bending of light
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Waves
Transverse/ longitudinal

Transverse waves: The vibrations are 
at 90o to the direction of energy 
transfer.

e.g. light / EM waves

Longitudinal waves: The vibrations 
are parallel to the direction of 
energy transfer.

e.g. sound

Direction of 
energy



Waves
Transverse/ longitudinal

Wavelength

Wavelength

amplitude

trough

peak

Transverse waves
CompressionRarefaction

wavelength

T = 1/f

T = time period (seconds)
f=frequency of wave (Hz)

V = f x λ

V = wave velocity (m/s)
f = frequency of wave (Hz)
λ = wavelength (m)

Frequency is – how many waves per second.
Time period is – how long one wave takes to pass

Longitudinal waves

The ‘wave 
equation’; One of 
the most 
important physics 
equations!



Measuring wave speed

For all of these experiments you need to use the wave equation V = f x λ which 
is why it is so important to learn!

Both microphones start together, then move one 
until it is one wavelength away from the other.

This tells you the wavelength.  The frequency
can be read from the signal generator. Then use 
V = f x λ

Measure the distance for a wavelength. (you 
might want to measure a few and divide by 
how many to make it more accurate)

This tells you the wavelength.  The frequency
can be read from the signal generator. Then use 
V = f x λ

Measure the distance for a wavelength. (you 
might want to measure a few and divide by 
how many to make it more accurate)

This tells you the wavelength.  The frequency
can be read from the signal generator. Then use 
V = f x λ



Measuring wave speed

For all of these experiments you need to use the speed distance time equation 
V = s / t.      V= velocity (m/s)    s= displacement / distance (metres) 

t = time (s)

The microphones record the time for 
the wave to pass microphones.  You 
need to measure the distance between 
the microphones.  

Then use speed = distance / time

The stopwatch records the time for the 
sound to travel to the wall and back.  
You need to measure the distance to 
the wall (and back!)  

Then use speed = distance / time



Refraction of waves

All waves can be absorbed, transmitted or reflected.

Absorbed e.g. microwaves to cook food

Transmitted e.g. light through glass (and can lead to refraction)

Reflected e.g. echo of sound / mirror for light



Refraction of waves

Light changes direction at a boundary 
because…

It changes speed.

More dense = slower speed
Less dense = faster speed



Electromagnetic Waves
Uses / dangers



Electromagnetic Waves
Uses / dangers

How Radio waves 
are produced:

a.c. in 
(oscillating 
charges)

a.c. out

Microwaves Radio waves



Different wavelengths 
are used for cooking .  
The microwave energy is 
absorbed by water 
molecules in the food to 
heat it up.

Electromagnetic Waves
Uses / dangers

MicrowavesHow Radio waves 
are produced:

a.c. in 
(oscillating 
charges)

a.c. out



Electromagnetic Waves
Uses / dangers

Thermal / Infra red energy

Here; the redder the hotter.

Uses of I.R.
Monitoring temperature

Infrared camera
Heating food

Remote controls
Electric heaters

Investigating how surface 
colour affects amount of 
infra red emitted.  
Place I.R. thermometer at 
the same distance each 
time



Electromagnetic Waves
Uses / dangers

Light can carry data 
in an optical fibre
e.g. broadband. 

It works because the 
light is internally 
reflected



Electromagnetic Waves
Uses / dangers

UV light for skin tanning

Can lead to skin cancer / 
premature skin aging

X-rays for imaging bones

Ionising radiation can 
knock electrons from 
atoms leading to DNA 
mutations and cancer

X rays 
absorbed by  
bone, 
transmitted 
by flesh



Electromagnetic Waves
Uses / dangers

Gamma rays used to sterilise 
medical equipment because it 

kills cells.

Gamma rays used to treat 
cancerous cells because 
they kill cells.  They are 

carefully fired from lots of 
angles to minimise damage 

to healthy cells.

Gamma rays



Electromagnetic Waves
Uses / dangers

Gamma rays used to sterilise 
medical equipment because it 

kills cells.

Gamma rays used to treat 
cancerous cells because 
they kill cells.  They are 

carefully fired from lots of 
angles to minimise damage 

to healthy cells.

Gamma rays

Radiation dose is measured in Sieverts.  

It is a measure of harm caused and 
takes into account the type of 
radiation as well as the amount
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Topic 7 – Magnetism
Topic 7 will be examined in AQA Physics Paper 2

Electromagnetism
Making electromagnets, field linesPermanent and induced magnets

Poles, field lines

HIGHER TIER ONLY – The Motor 
effect
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Permanent and induced magnets
poles / field lines

Field lines show the 
force of attraction felt 
by another north pole.

The closer the lines the 
stronger the force.

(so strongest at the 
poles)

Field lines go from North 
to South.



Permanent and induced magnets
poles / field lines

Remember: 

Opposite poles ATTRACT

Same poles REPEL



Permanent and induced magnets
poles / field lines

To show the field lines:

Either; Scatter iron filings over a piece 
of paper with the compass underneath

Or; 

place a compass at different positions around the 
magnet and mark where the north pole is pointing 
to show the direction of the field.

NS



Permanent and induced magnets
poles / field lines

A moving charge (like electrons 
in electricity) creates a magnetic 
field.

The direction of the field lines 
can be found from the ‘right 
hand grip rule’



Permanent and induced magnets
poles / field lines

Increase the strength of a solenoid (electromagnet) 
by:

Increasing the current
Increasing the number of turns on the coil
Adding a soft iron core

Useful because: 

Can turn on and off

Can increase strength of magnet (with more 
coils and / or more current)



The motor effect
HIGHER TIER ONLY

A current carrying wire placed in a magnetic field 
experiences a force…
Because the magnetic field around the wire (caused by 
the moving charges in the current) interacts with the 
magnetic field from the magnet

To use Flemings left 
hand rule: 
Current always flows 
+ to -.
Magnetic field lines 
always go N to S
Rotate your hand to 
find the answer.

Equation to apply:

F = BIl

Force = Magnetic flux density x current 
x length of wire

F (N, Newtons)
B (T, Tesla)
I (A, Amps)
L (m, metres)

Thumb -
motion

First -
Field

Second -
current



The motor effect
HIGHER TIER ONLY

• D.C motor
• The coil is on a spindle so it can spin
• One side of the coil feels an upwards force
• The other feels a downward force (because the 

current goes the other way)
• The split ring commutator just lets the contacts 

switch every half a turn to keep the coil spinning

To use Flemings left 
hand rule: 
Pick one side of the 
rotating coil. 
Current always flows 
+ to -.
Magnetic field lines 
always go N to S
Rotate your hand to 
find the answer.

Thumb -
motion

First -
Field

Second -
current


